Horns (3-pack) ........................................ $21.98
Athena horns are highly detailed lost wax brass castings. Feature mounting lugs for simple installation.

ATH01035  Leslie S-3K, 3-Chime, Right Hand Chime Reversed.
ATH01120  Nathan Air Chime K3LA, 3-Chime W/ Square Bracket
ATH01147  Nathan M-5 All Forward
ATH01203  Nathan P-5 All Forward
ATH01205  Nathan M-5 W/Clearance Bracket
ATH01206  Leslie S-2M
ATH01208  Nathan P-3 All Chimes Forward
ATH01324  Hancock Air Whistle W/Reflector
ATH02024  Leslie RS-5T-RRO
ATH02028  Nathan K5LAR23

Horns (3-pack) ........................................ $17.98

ATH01007  Rerailing Frog, Truck Mounted
ATH01021  Bell With Bracket
ATH01092  Bell, Hood Side Mount
ATH01097  Bell, Nose Mount
ATH02043  Bell, Electronic

Beacons (6-pack) .................................... $24.98
Each set comes with a machined brass base and a separate translucent amber dome. Beacons are hollow and may be illuminated via LED or bulb positioned through cab roof.

ATHG62296  HO Xenon Strobe Large Base Set

Arm Rest (6-pack) ................................... $21.98
Brass castings, individual parts feature two mounting lugs for secure placement on cab side.

ATH010008  Cab Arm Rest Large

Pilot and Exhaust (6-pack) ......................... $24.98

ATH01893  CP Plow Pilot
ATH01267  Spark Arrestor, Curved Top
ATH01242  Spark Arrestor, Angled ATSF Style

Rerailing Frog and Bells (3-pack) ........... $21.98

ATH01092  Side Mount
ATH01097  Nose Mount
ATH02043  Electronic
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Athearn Genesis trucks feature machined metal wheels with RP25 contours and either .110" or .088" tread, and animated spinning roller bearing caps. Trucks are compatible with all popular brands of prefabricated track.

ATHG4596  HO 70-Ton 3 Spring Roller Bearing Truck, .110" (2pr) .............................................. $19.98
ATHG4597  HO 70-Ton 3 Spring Roller Bearing Truck, .088" (2pr) .............................................. $19.98

ATH13504  HO Plastic Stakes, 40'/50' Flat (60pcs) ....................................................................... $9.98

N-scale Parts

Athearn N-scale feature's McHenry couplers. To body mount or customize coupler installation, the detailed McHenry couplers will require this draft gear box for various applications. The coupler box is compatible with MCH5001, MCH5012, and MCH5025. Quantity of 6pr is identical to MCH5012.

ATH16788  N Coupler Box & Cover (6pr) .................................................................................. $14.98

IN STOCK
MCH5012  N Knuckle Coupler, Standard Shank (6 pr) ................................................................. $14.98
MCH5025  N Knuckle Coupler, Standard Shank (25pr) ............................................................... $35.98